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HEAD IN THE CLOUD:

WHY THE RISE OF REMOTE WORKING
IS FUELLING THE ADOPTION
OF CLOUD-CENTRIC WORKING
PRACTICES IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Migration of services to the cloud
is a core component of the Public
Sector’s’ digital strategy; and this
brings huge benefits for all kinds of
activity – including building systems
management across the Government’s
estate, says Priva General Manager
UK & Ireland Gavin Holvey.

T

he ability of the cloud to deliver greater accessibility,
scalability and resilience to the corporate world was
established long before the dramatic events of the last
12 months. But no one could deny that the pandemic
has served to further underline the advantages of
cloud-centric operations – and as such is destined to result in
accelerated migration to the cloud for all kinds of businesses.
A recent blog by a team at global management consultancy
McKinsey summarises many of the key factors at work here.
Suggesting that recent events make “cloud computing more
important than ever”, McKinsey highlights the centrality of the cloud
to achieving corporate agility and effective “digital strategies”. With
customer demands becoming more extensive and nuanced, the
cloud can also help both private and public sector organisations
to respond more quickly – paving the way for the deployment of
“new digital customer experiences in days rather than months,
[as well as] support analytics that would be uneconomical or
simply impossible with traditional technology platforms.”1

REMOTE WORKERS
But the huge internal benefits of shifting to the cloud should also
not be underestimated. For remote workers dialing in to on-premise
systems can be an option, however, sharp spikes in traffic can mean
significant challenges if spare capacity is not available. Far better, then,
to have employees reliably connect through their home broadband to
your organisation’s networks via the cloud – and
then use only the systems or materials they actually
require for their work. Resources can be managed
more effectively in the cloud, whilst there is also
the benefit of having access to the kind of robust
security measures built into leading platforms such
as Amazon Web Services’ S3 and Microsoft Azure.
A recent report by recruitment agency
Manpower leaves us in no doubt that this trend
will continue post-pandemic.2 With the cloud
contributing significantly to operational continuity,
1 https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/threeactions-ceos-can-take-to-get-value-from-cloud-computing
2 https://www.manpowergroup.co.uk/the-word-on-work/cloud-adoption-comes-agecovid-19-pandemic/
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>

CORE FEATURES
> Anytime, anywhere, any device
> Ease of use
> Real-time monitoring
> Reliable & secure connection
> Always up-to-date

PRIVA BUILDING OPERATOR- BUILDING
MANAGEMENT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Priva Building Operator is designed to make remote
management of buildings as simple as possible. Our
cloud-connected application offers real-time insight
into the status of building systems and allows users
to make adjustments to their building management
system (BMS) from any device, flexibly and easily.
Once the application is installed, it offers insights into
indoor climate, lightning and energy consumption. It can
be monitored and visualised via any smartphone, tablet or
computer. From an estate management perspective, energy
use and comfort levels inside your building are easier to
manage and control - which saves, time and money and
carbon – and enhances the wellbeing of the building’s users.
the Manpower cites a recent finding by Centrify that 51% of
business leaders think a shift to a cloud-based business model
has “saved” their company during Covid-19. As a majority
of employers plan to increase their reliance on the cloud, it is
evident that “cloud adoption has come of age” in the past year.
This approach brings with it quantifiable benefits: according to
a 2019 report from Deloittes, “the cumulative productivity benefits
of public cloud to the government sector could already be over
$2 billion over the last 5 years.3” These figures are hard to ignore
in any sector but, perhaps more so for those in the public spare
– where scrutiny and value for the tax-payer is part of daily life.

‘FREEDOM AND FLEXIBILITY’
With many public sector employees also relishing what
Manpower describes as the “freedom and flexibility to be
able to work from anywhere”, the overall direction of travel
is now clear. For a technology developer such as Priva, this
translates to a sustained focus on solutions that complement
this emerging ethos of cloud-centric operations.
The good news is that we are already some way down this
road thanks to developments such as Priva Remote Management,
which uses the cloud to allow building management systems
to be operated, managed and maintained remotely. Like all
of our cloud-related products, it was built using Microsoft’s
Azure cloud platform, which was chosen for reasons
including its scalability and advanced security measures.
Whilst there is still likely to be a role or on-premise solutions
for purposes such as archiving, the probability that is the vast
majority of active business operations will be cloud-based
within a few years. As employees working from home more
routinely adds to the momentum, it is the organisations who
take steps now to achieve a seamless migration to the cloud who
will be best-positioned for the future. www.priva.com/uk

> PRIVA BUILDING OPERATOR
Your building at your fingertips
– anytime, anywhere
Priva Building Operator is designed to make operating your
building as simple as possible.
The cloud-connected application offers real-time insight into
the status of your building systems and allows you to make
required adjustments to your building management system
(BMS) from any device, flexible and easily.

3 https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/au/Documents/Economics/
deloitte-au-economics-value-public-cloud-services-australia-220319.pdf

WWW.PRIVA.COM/UK
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FOUR THINGS TO CONSIDER
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR
ENERGY CONTRACTS
To find out more about how third party costs might impact
your business over the coming year, you can download
Haven Power’s latest TPC guide from their website at
www.havenpower.com/news/charges-on-your-energy-bill

2. RENEWABLES
OBLIGATION MUTUALISATION

T

he last 12 months have been turbulent. Many
organisations have faced unprecedented uncertainty, with
a return to business as usual still out of sight.
The past year of rolling lockdowns – local,
regional, and national – has bled into a new year,
where we face both economic uncertainty and continued
restrictions. Saving money and staying afloat will be the top
priorities, and all businesses will have outgoings at a time
when income isn’t guaranteed. Your energy contract is unlikely
to be front of mind, but over the course of the pandemic
Haven Power have seen businesses renewing their contracts,
rather than shopping around or falling into rollover rates.
Businesses are looking for certainty and stability at a time
when it’s been hard to find. Depending on the exact terms of
your energy contract, there may still be room for uncertainty.
Now is the right time to familiarise yourself with
your energy contract and to look for those charges or
elements that could have an impact on your business.

1. INCREASES IN THIRD PARTY COSTS
The total cost of energy comprises lots a number of various
charges and around just half of the final cost of your bill is
electricity. The rest comes from third party costs (TPCs).
These costs - also called non-energy or non-commodity
costs – include the costs of energy distribution and
transmission, grid balancing, and environmental charges
like the Climate Change Levy. These charges are paid
for by energy suppliers, who then charge end users.
Businesses on pass-through contracts will have these costs
charged directly, while businesses on fixed contracts should look
closely to see which of the costs are fixed, as some may not be.
Haven Power expect third party costs to rise this year due
to COVID-19. The pandemic created difficult circumstances
for the energy network, making it more expensive to
manage the grid. The additional costs incurred as a result
will be passed through to suppliers. Charges will increase to
cover this cost. Some organisations that used less electricity
during the pandemic may find their bills have fallen by less
than expected, while others who worked throughout the
pandemic may find their bills are higher than usual.
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The Renewables Obligation (RO) was a support mechanism
for large-scale renewable energy projects, administered by Ofgem
(now replaced by the Contracts for Difference mechanism).
The RO requires energy suppliers to source a
percentage of their electricity from renewable sources.
The Renewables Obligation is funded by suppliers,
with the costs recouped from consumers.
RO mutualisation happens when the amount paid
to Ofgem falls short. As the RO is paid in arrears, this
shortfall is spread across all suppliers. The sum any supplier
pays is determined as a percentage or proportion of their
share of Renewables Obligation Certificates (ROCs).
As a result of difficult trading conditions and the ongoing
impact of COVID-19, it’s expected that mutualisation
may occur again in the next compliance period.

3. TARGETED CHARGING REVIEW (TCR)

WE THINK IT’S
TIME FOR CHANGE

DO YOU?

Ofgem’s Targeted Charging Review (TCR) is intended to
reduce distortion across the energy network, ensuring that
charges are cost-reflective and paid by the right end-users.
The TCR was introduced because larger energy consumers
- who often contribute the most to system stress - are also more
sophisticated and better able to predict when prices may be
highest. This enables them to lower their consumption during these
periods; this is called triad avoidance or red zone avoidance.
The TCR is a wide-ranging programme, with little certainty
around the distribution of charges following the review. This
creates contractual uncertainty; 2022 is only months away and as
a result, many decision makers will have to prepare for potentially
increased non-energy costs over the next 12-14 months.

4. REFORECASTING AND
VOLUME TOLERANCE
Volume tolerance clauses are a common element of energy
contracts for medium and large business customers. They’re a
partial cost recovery mechanism, designed to protect suppliers
from significant consumption deviation from a customer’s
original forecast. This helps National Grid and District Network
Operators (DNOs) to manage the network appropriately.
Typically, tolerance clauses offer variance of around
20% above or below the customer’s pre-calculated
annual energy consumption. However, the dramatic
impact of COVID-19 on the energy network means that
many suppliers are now likely to be more cautious.
Whilst it may be possible to predict future demand, it’s
not known how businesses will be impacted over a sustained
period. At Haven Power, we consider circumstances on a
case-by-case basis and always adopt a consultative approach
with our customers to help them navigate through any
challenges. We think it’s vital to ensure that contracts don’t
contain any unpleasant surprises. www.havenpower.com

www.bywaters.co.uk | 020 7001 6000 | enquiries@bywaters.co.uk
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HOT WATER OUT OF THIN AIR
Simon Bennett, senior
applications engineer,
Adveco, considers the
practical challenges of
specifying air source
heat pumps to meet
public sector hot
water demands…

REDUCE HOT WATER &
HEATING CO₂ BY UP TO

W

ithin the Government’s ten-step
plan for a ‘Green Industrial
Revolution’ is an aggressive
target to install 600,000 heat
pumps every year by 2028,
“to make homes, schools and hospitals greener,
warmer and more energy efficient.” The Prime
Minister’s singling out of schools and hospitals reinforces the
challenge the public sector organisations undoubtedly face
integrating heat pumps, which are able to draw and transfer
thermal energy from air, in the push toward greater sustainability.
Due to their relative ease of installation we will focus
on Air Source Heat Pumps or ASHPs. However, with ASHPs
offering greater efficiencies in low-temperature systems,
the high-temperature demands of domestic hot water
(DHW) for commercial applications can be a challenge.
When analysing the value of an ASHP in terms of reducing
CO2 emissions the carbon intensity figures from SAP10 should
be used. Electricity can be evaluated as being like-for-like with
natural gas - once the operational efficiency has been factored
in. The advantage of ASHPs is that their performance is greater
than 100% as they extract additional energy from outside of
the building’s metered systems. This gives significant carbon
savings but, when describing the efficiency of an ASHP, working
flow water temperatures of 35°C are often cited. It needs to be
recognised that this temperature is insufficient for commercial
applications. Even if a commercial building has achieved
Passivhaus standards, and this remains a rarity, 35°C is not
going to be hot enough to safely provide DHW. For this reason,
it is recommended to calculate emissions at a working water
temperature from the ASHP of 55°C, this is then hot enough to
provide realistic levels of preheat for a commercial DHW system.
Achieving 60°C in a calorifier is a basic requirement for a
commercial DHW system, but means the working flow temperature
from the ASHP would need to be at least 65°C. A working flow
of 55°C is certainly attainable from current generation ASHPs
and this is why when designing commercial DHW systems
it is preferable to use a hybrid approach that uses the ASHP
as preheat and combines it with either gas-fired or electric
immersion top up to achieve the required hot water temperature.
ASHPs typically have a 5K temperature differential (55°C
flow vs 50°C stored) compared to 20K Delta (80°C flow vs 60°C
stored) of gas-fired boilers. This means lower flow temperatures
generated by an ASHP lead to around a 50% drop in energy
transferred which demands an increase in the size of a system.
Deploying ASHP for DHW therefore requires a different approach
if we want to avoid operating at less than full capacity.
Rather than using a calorifier, an ASHP system would
be better suited by employing a plate heat exchanger
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(PHE) with low temperature hot water (LTHW) and DHW
buffer as a neutral/mixing point. By using a PHE, with its
larger heat transfer area it is now possible to transfer all
the energy that the heat pump can produce with reduced
sized pump and pipework, whatever the weather.
Commercial DHW applications using heat pumps are
going to be complex and, compared to gas-fired alternatives,
are going to have higher up-front costs. Designing
the system for peak efficiency and correctly calculating
reductions in CO2 emissions to achieve sustainability is a
must to help offset this additional capital investment.
Correctly identifying a project’s location within the Ecodesign
established European temperature zones is also key when
assessing the suitability of a heat pump to serve a building’s
heating load. For most of the UK the defined temperature zone is
‘average’, where the annual reference temperature for the ASHP’s
Seasonal Coefficient of Performance, or SCOP, is -10°C. For
some Southern and Western UK regions, the ‘warmer’ Ecodesign
temperature zone can be applied for modelling, where the lowest
the reference temperature will only fall to 2°C. These differing
temperature regions can have a significant impact on the SCOP
therefore it is important to ensuring the values entered into an
assessment are both relevant and accurate for the installation.
Incidentally, the SCOP of an ASHP is a far better overall gauge
of the year-round efficiency as opposed to Coefficient of
Performance (COP). While COP figures are often cited in technical
literature, you must remember that these represent very specific
climatic conditions that may only occur for a moment in time.
As an example, the Adveco L70 ASHP is designed with UK
temperature variance in mind, capable of operating between
-20°C and +35°C. At a reference temperature of -10°C the
heat pump operates with a SCOP of 2.84 and it can still
easily generate working water temperatures of up to 55°C
and will reduce CO2 emissions by almost 63%. Under the
warmer climate zone’s conditions emissions can be reduced
by over 72% when calculating with a SCOP of 3.82.
Heat pumps are not a new technology, but advancements
have made their application for public sector projects
more viable in recent years. Correctly sized, they can
provide a more sustainable way to meet DHW demands.
Commercial projects do however come with added
complexity, meaning heat pumps alone are not yet a ‘silver
bullet’ response to a sustainable future. www.adveco.co

70%
L70 ASHP

- UK designed
- Extracts usable heat
from air, even at -20°C
- Heats water up to 60°C to
offset energy demands

Talk to us abour Air Source Heat Pumps to supply
hot water for accommodations, catering,
therapy spas, pools & heating large spaces
Call us on 01252 551 540 www.adveco.co
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Recent retrofit project installing IE5 Ultra- premium EC Fans to York Chillers.

We choose
to go to the
moon, not
because it
is easy,
but because
it is hard
John F Kennedy

HVAC CHILLERS REVIEW

R

ecent changes to legislation means that
operators of HVAC chillers and refrigeration
equipment should review their equipment and
the availability of replacement condenser fans.
In the past few months, we have had
several enquiries to supply replacement AC axial
fans for air cooled chillers from end users unable
to obtain direct replacement fans, or where the
cost has become prohibitive. Their predicament is
not unusual and the situation is likely to get worse,
with many fans no longer being manufactured, or
only manufactured in short production runs.
Since 2017, all new condenser fan motors used
on new chillers and condensers are required to
meet the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) motor efficiency regulations and the Energyrelated Products Directive 2015 (ErP). This has pushed
manufacturers to look at the overall efficiency of fans
and account for the entire fan, including the control
electronics, motor, bell mouth and impeller and to
define minimum efficiency requirements for the fans.
New Equipment manufacturers cannot use products
that do not meet the regulations on new equipment but
can continue to sell motors or fans that do not meet
the regulations as spares to existing equipment.
Fan manufacturers and OEM’s have benefited
from the spares market at the expense of the end
user by selling replacement parts at ridiculously high
margins. In addition to these high costs imposed
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on the end user, the end user should avoid trying to
repair motors, as rewinds further reduce efficiency.
For many clients, we have removed all the existing
AC fans and replaced them with the latest design IE5
Ultra - Premium EC fans which have built in speed
controls making them perfect for HVAC applications.
With speed control built into each motor, it allows all
the fans on each circuit to operate together, modulating the
speed to maintain accurate discharge pressure dependent
on the cooling demand and ambient air temperature.
When you consider the CIBSE guidelines HVAC
equipment life cycle is 15-25 years and that AC fans
typically last 5-8 years it makes the retrofitting of EC
fans a viable option to re-life an asset whilst improving
efficiency and making use of the latest technology
without the disruption and total cost of replacement.
Dirty condensers can also have a drastic effect on
compressor efficiency. To clean an air-cooled condenser
correctly the fans should be removed and the coils
cleaned in the opposite direction of airflow. This is rarely
done due to cost and disruption, but incorrect cleaning
in the direction of airflow can bury debris deeper into
the coil, further reducing airflow and efficiency.
The correct deep cleaning of condenser coils can
economically be undertaken at the same time as fan
replacement as access can be gained during fan removal.
Energy consumption for the chillers was
circa 25% and return on investment under four
years https://excaliburenergy.co.uk/

Our world’s changed and
one thing’s clear: we can’t
go back to how things were.
We’re determined to create
a better future for everyone
with 100% renewable source
electricity* for businesses.
As part of Drax we’ve also
made a commitment to be
carbon negative by 2030.
We’re making these big changes
so it’s easier for your business
to be more sustainable.

Switch to sustainable business electricity from Haven Power
www.havenpower.com/ourplanet

Our planet. It’s all of our business
*Over the term of the contract, on average, electricity produced from renewable source electricity as evidenced by a guarantee of origin issued under
(or recognised for the purposes of) the Electricity (Guarantees of Origin of Electricity Produced from Renewable Energy Sources) Regulations 2003.
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PLAN FOR NET ZERO:
KICKSTART YOUR TRANSITION
TO ACHIEVE CARBON
REDUCTION TARGETS

W

ith the Government’s target for the UK to
be net zero by 2050, and local authorities
tackling the climate emergency as a priority,
the transition to net zero carbon is high on
the agenda for organisations across the
public sector including education, healthcare and councils.
The challenge of transforming to net zero carbon can
seem overwhelming for many; local authorities are responsible
for such a varied portfolio of properties and assets, each
with differing ownership arrangements, that even the task of
quantifying carbon emissions can be extremely complex.
Many councils have a shortage of funds, meaning they
have limited resources to invest in carbon reduction measures
and new low-carbon technologies. Add to that a lack of time
and expertise in under-resourced organisations, and many
simply don’t know where to begin in their net zero transition.

QUANTIFY THE CHALLENGE
The starting point for any effective net zero programme must
be an assessment of the current carbon emissions associated with
your operational business. That means you must first determine
your scope of responsibility and decide which areas and properties
are within your remit before you quantify the associated carbon
emissions. Councils also need to determine whether they want to
focus only on emissions in their direct control, or whether to widen
their initial scope to influence emissions in the wider council area.
Specialist energy consultants such as ENGIE can help accurately
assess carbon emissions. These will include ‘scope 1’ direct
emissions from fuel consumption and vehicle fleets, and ‘scope
2’ energy-related indirect emissions, including emissions from
purchased electricity, heating and cooling. Councils may also need
to assess ‘scope 3’ indirect emissions, such as those associated
with waste disposal, transport and employee business travel.
All of these emissions combined make up the baseline carbon
footprint against which carbon reduction targets will be set.

ANALYSE: CREATE A NET ZERO ROADMAP
Through analysis of baseline emissions, energy consultants
can recommend the most effective measures required to reduce
carbon emissions to net zero over an agreed time frame. There is a
hierarchy of measures, beginning with easy-to-implement, lowcost energy-efficiency strategies, through to longer-term renewable
generation and green thermal schemes that require greater capital
investment. The options available fall into five broad categories:
• Energy efficiency – introducing energy-efficient products and
services, such as LED lighting or building insulation, as well
as changing operational practices to optimise energy use.
• Asset conversion – transferring fleets to electric
vehicles, converting oil and gas boilers to low carbon
technologies, such as electric heat pumps.
• Green power – sourcing electricity from renewable generators,
installing on-site or off-site renewable generation facilities
(e.g. solar PV, wind), corporate power purchase agreements.
• Green thermal – sourcing green gas for heating, installing onsite or off-site renewable heat generation plant (e.g. biomass,
hydrogen, anaerobic digestion) and local heat networks.
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• Offsetting – tackling residual missions by funding
certified carbon-offsetting schemes overseas, or ‘insetting’
through tree planting, green corridors and sustainable
landscaping within the region. Councils often prefer such
local measures, as they provide a visible demonstration
of their net zero commitment to local communities.
It’s important to calculate the correct mix of options
that will best deliver net zero carbon, taking into account
the demands and operational requirements of your specific
properties, assets and activities. These measures can be set out
in a net zero carbon roadmap, which will provide a framework
around which to build your carbon reduction programme.

PLAN: DEVELOP COSTED PROPOSALS
From this roadmap, a detailed plan can be developed that
sets out the options to be implemented, year-by-year, over time.
Using this plan, organisations can set a realistic target date for
reaching net zero. In developing a delivery plan, detailed technical
specifications and investment-grade proposals will need to be
developed for the measures and projects planned for delivery.
At this stage, funding options for each proposal must be
identified, to enable effective budgeting throughout the transition
period. A whole range of funding options are available to
help overcome budget constraints, ranging from green grants
such as the Public Sector Decarbonisation Scheme (PSDS) and
government-backed interest-free loans to funding directly from
energy partners or other third parties. These provide the essential
capital funding required to get projects off the ground.

ENGIE, YOUR PARTNER IN THE
NET ZERO TRANSITION
Whatever stage you are at in your net zero journey,
ENGIE offers a unique range of services and
integrated solutions to address every area
of carbon reduction.
Together we will achieve net zero.

CARBON SAVINGS MEAN COST SAVINGS
Many carbon-reduction measures offer an excellent return on
investment, enabling councils to repay any funders over an agreed
period. In fact, a significant benefit of many net zero projects is
the cost savings they will deliver alongside carbon reductions. So,
at a time when budgets and revenues are under pressure due
to Covid-19, net zero carbon initiatives can help to redress the
balance and improve public-sector finances for the long term.
If the prospect of delivering the Government’s net zero
objectives seems like an impossible mission, now is the time to
seek specialist support to plan the way ahead. Once you have
practical, measurable steps in place, the transition to net zero
will become a much more realistic prospect. www.engie.co.uk

engie.co.uk
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PLANNING FOR A GREEN
FUTURE, LOOKING PAST
THE 10-POINT PLAN
As we see a pathway out of the pandemic,
TEAM Energy’s Head of Consultancy, Timothy Holman
examines what the Government’s net zero ambition
really means to UK businesses and, in a countdown
to the climate change summit, COP26, considers how
they can be part of the journey to decarbonisation.

T

wo years ago, when the UK became the first major
economy in the world to pass binding legislation
committing to net zero Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions by 2050, the growing climate crisis was
the overwhelming challenge facing our world.
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic over the past
year may have changed the focus of global governments,
but the collective response has shown that it is possible for
nations to come together to collaborate in the interests of
all society. Scientific communities from all over the world
have been working in partnership to develop vaccines in
a moment where science and research has led the way.
Later this year, at the COP26 summit in Glasgow, the
UK Government is hoping to deliver a similarly unifying
moment in the fight to decarbonise the world. The aim of
this pivotal conference, which will call on countries to back
more ambitious carbon reduction targets, will be to find ways
to help economies adapt to climate change, and harness
innovation in a bid to drive down carbon emissions to net zero.
The UK has some success in this area. Since 1990 the
total UK GHG emissions have reduced by 44% with the energy
supply sector accounting for around half the overall reduction
up to the end of 2019. Ambitions to continue this trend were
set out in November in the Government’s ‘Ten-point plan
for a green industrial revolution’ which in addition to energy
supply and other infrastructure initiatives puts an onus on
businesses, public sector organisations and individuals to
make buildings “greener, warmer and more energy efficient”.

BUT IS THIS ENOUGH?
The latest budget report from the Climate Change
Committee reveals that if we are to meet net zero by
2050, at its current rate, action is not happening fast
enough. Their recommended pathway sets out a 78%
reduction in UK territorial emissions by 2035, bringing
forward the UK’s previous 80% target by nearly 15
years. To do this, the report sets out a route map for the
UK that suggests reducing demand for carbon intensive
activities, improving efficiency, taking up low-carbon
solutions, offsetting emissions, and societal change.
Since its launch the Government has been light on detail
on its 10-point plan, they had already announced some
funding including the Public Sector Decarbonisation Fund in
October that was only open for applications for 3 months.
For energy-intensive sectors including pharmaceuticals,
steel, paper and food and drink the second wave of the
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Industrial Energy Transformation
Fund, which supports the development and deployment
of new technologies, was confirmed in February.
Whether the central Government funding, spread
across both heavily polluting industries, the public
sector, and small businesses alike, will be enough
to encourage significant carbon emission reductions
remains to be seen. But time again, we are reminded
that if we are to deliver these ambitious plans and tackle
climate change, everyone needs to play their part with
or without funding. So, what does that look like?

LIMITATIONS TO BUSINESSES
AND ORGANISATIONS
There are a number of factors holding businesses back
from change. As highlighted recently in the BSI’s Net Zero
Barometer, 8 out of 10 organisations feel they need more
guidance and 44% of the businesses surveyed indicated
cost as the most significant barrier to decarbonisation. So,
any additional Government funding would certainly be
welcome from business, considering the stresses on balance
sheets will be even more acute due to the pandemic.
The need for carbon reduction is not new but dealing
with COVID-19 has become a bigger priority for many
organisations. As we see more hope for an end to the
pandemic, businesses will emerge differently from when
the Government’s net zero target and legislation was first
passed, they may find themselves with less resource due to
organisational restructure and tighter cash flows because of
lack of revenue. However, whilst decarbonisation activities
have lost momentum the targets have not gone away.

DON’T GET LEFT BEHIND
Whilst there is no legal obligation to contribute to the
net zero target, embracing a green recovery is critical
to the survival of any business. Numerous pressures to
act will intensify as the effects of the pandemic recede.
Environmental issues are significantly changing how
consumers buy, how businesses build a green reptation,
and how individuals see their current or future employers.
There is pressure on the supply chain too. Businesses
who are making serious plans to reach net zero will be
forced to move away from businesses who are failing
to adapt and tackle their impact on climate change.
Simply put, to reach net zero any organisation must look at
their whole supply chain carbon emissions. If your business is

not supplying net zero products or services to customers, then
you will need to look to offset your emissions or run the risk
of losing business to a competitor who is already net zero.
This means, if a business is to survive and thrive in
the future, change needs to happen now or be left out.

BUILDING THE FOUNDATIONS
Time is still on the side of businesses to think about
long term goals and how small changes now will impact
and influence a suitable carbon reduction pathway. Along
with monetary barriers, businesses feel that the lack of
resource and knowledge are holding them back, even
so, there are ways organisations can establish their own
green recovery and net zero pathway. To start, there are
three key areas: energy efficiency, embedding an energy
conscious ethos and setting yourself up for the future.
The basic principles remain, driving down usage,
eliminating waste, and being more energy efficient. The
need for these principles to be embedded at board level
has never been clearer. Working from the top down of
an organisation, a successful energy efficiency strategy
will deliver financial savings, a greener reputation, and
a more comfortable environment for a workforce.
However, its success relies on everyone in the business.
After all, if everyone does a little, no one has to do a lot.
Shifting the entire organisation’s mindset to think about
the energy they use, how they use it and its impact to them
personally through behaviour change is a very low-cost
investment. Becoming an Energy Conscious Organisation
that can deliver great payback and pave the way for a
long term, meaningful net zero strategy. An organisation’s
actions can inspire and educate the behaviour of their
workforce beyond the business and into their personal lives.
Since the Government’s ten-point plan focuses
on technology, a well implemented digital monitoring
and targeting solution can help. It should complement
operations, support compliance, and utilise smart
technology, and will help to protect your business
from any tighter regulations in the future.
With foundations like these in place, businesses of all
sizes can embrace existing technologies. Switching heating
from fossil fuels to a renewable heat source like green
hydrogen or biomass, for example, would support an
organisation’s contribution to net zero targets. Adopting
renewables sooner will hasten sustainable transformation
and provide operational benefits over a longer term.

WHAT IS YET TO COME?
Looking ahead to the rest of 2021. There’s renewed
optimism for the COP26 conference in November. The
United States re-joining the 2015 Paris Agreement will
provide a boost to the confidence of the organisers in
delivering something substantial to halt climate change.
Whilst the UK Government has ambitious targets, it has an
equally challenging timeframe. Many of the objectives are
required by 2030 and the next ten years will be critical for
businesses to act if they want to be compliant with the law.
By the time the conference begins in Glasgow,
we may have a clearer view of a way out of the
pandemic and the attention of the UK’s business and
leaders will slowly return to what should have been
previously keeping them up at night – the threat to our
climate and how to tackle it. www.teamenergy.com
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THE ENERGY CONSCIOUS
ORGANISATION IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN EVER!
In this article Jes Rutter, ESTA Lead and MD
of JRP Solutions, examines a major solution
with significant potential to help tackle climate
change and resource efficiency and is a call to
action on the often forgotten or misunderstood
area: behaviour change. Energy Services and
Technology Association (ESTA) and The Energy
Institute (EI) have developed a new behaviour
change initiative Energy Conscious Organisation
(EnCO) where the urgency to deliver against its
vision is becoming increasingly important.
WHY IS THIS INITIATIVE NECESSARY?
A significant part of the solution for public sector organisations
(as well as the UK Government) to meet the UK’s 2050 net zero
target is the – still largely ignored – focus on behaviour change.
Evidence suggests that behaviour change offers around 50%
of the total potential energy efficiency savings available. The
other 50% comes from technology and yet, as important as it is,
technology currently gets the majority of the focus. A shift in focus
is required, and soon, to ensure that the ‘hidden’ and largely
untapped savings available from behaviour change are realised.
Behaviour change, in terms of energy consumption, is
about eliciting targeted behaviours by framing choices in a way
that makes them more environmentally friendly and efficient
choices become easier to make. Creating a dynamic system
between technology and behaviour, rather than viewing them
as separate entities is an important part of the intervention,
and of being an EnCO. For example, organisations need
to consider technology optimisation on an ongoing basis
rather than just at the commissioning stage. This change will
maximise efficiency at relatively low cost. Previous experience
has shown us that behaviour change projects require relatively
low investment, even including the cost of internal resources.
One major difference to consider, compared to purely technical
projects, is that the savings are not necessarily delivered overnight
but instead typically take 4-12 months to be fully adopted and
for savings to be measurable. This requires an adjustment in
expectations, as well as ongoing resource input (however lowlevel) to maintain and improve energy saving opportunities.
Our ambition is to excite people to challenge the norm, and
to encourage mass adoption of energy efficiency good practice
through more energy efficient behaviours and embracing the
delivery of holistic large scale behaviour change programmes.

WHAT IS AN ENCO?
An Energy Conscious Organisation is one who has
employed behaviour change principles to make significant
improvements across the following five pillars:
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Engagement - Very high levels of engagement at every
level of organisation on energy management including
top management practices, significant users and all
colleagues. All levels enthused and taking positive action.
Alertness - High levels of alertness/awareness across
the organisation in eliminating energy waste, mechanisms
to register waste with clearly delegated responsibilities
and practical responses regularly actioned.
Skills - Top management, practitioners and significant users
are fully skilled in their energy management roles. Commitment
to continual learning and up-skilling is demonstrated by
ongoing investment in education, competency and training.
Recognition - The benefits and co-benefits of energy
management are widely recognized, and data systems
track savings against robust energy targets. Those making
savings are routinely recognised and celebrated.
Adaption - The organisation positively expects and
embraces change, adapting and responding to minimise
risk and maximise opportunities in a timely way to maintain
continual improvement in energy management.
EnCO’s are recognisable with the mark “EnCO Registered
Organisation” which has the following advantages:
• The progress achieved is externally verified recognition by
experts and approved by ESTA and the Energy Institute
• The EnCO registration and logo (valid for 3 years)
demonstrates good practice to shareholders,
regulators, stakeholders and employees
• The method and approach sustains and improves energy
consumption reductions and brings cost savings
• The programme partners will be engaging proactively
to gain greater recognition and subsequent
opportunities to gain access to work frameworks
as a result of holding the accreditation
• Becoming part of the wider EnCO community
to enable sharing of good practice
• Reduction in fees for EnCO courses
• Improved ability to attract new talent to the organisation
• A stimulus for continual improvement

WHAT ARE THE ESTA/EI
OBJECTIVES FOR ENCO?
The overarching aim of energy behaviour change
is to promote and facilitate ‘non-consumption’ – which
is the avoidance of consuming unnecessary energy in
the first instance. This is in conjunction with the ‘Energy
Hierarchy’ of ‘Lean > Clean > Green,’ whereby lean
energy use is the most effective method to adopt, as
it avoids the necessity for mitigation infrastructure
in order to offset unnecessary consumption.
This principle underpins the EnCO
vision and objectives, which are:
• To award “EnCO Registered Organisation”
status to organisations demonstrating
good practice in EnCO principles
• To deliver an initial 50-100 EnCO programmes for
different organisations with results proven using
the International Performance Measurement and
Verification Protocol (IPMVP) over the next 2 years
• To capture past and existing case studies from
all sectors including the public sector in order to
create a wealth of evidence into a single open
access evidence base on the EnCO web site, where
new case studies will continually be added
• To build capacity by substantially increasing
the number of skilled practitioners capable of
supporting or delivering EnCO programmes
• To provide recognition of such practitioners,
namely at Registered EnCO Consultant and the
experienced, Approved EnCO Practitioner level
• To provide comprehensive tools, training
and resources to practitioners
• To collaborate with government, sponsors and
other associations to accelerate adoption
• The medium-term vision is that EnCOs will
generate 10% of energy reduction savings
through behaviour change by 2030

WHAT IS THE SIZE OF THE
OPPORTUNITY?
Hitherto, even the IPMVP proven case studies, (which
have demonstrated ~10% savings across an organisation),
only covered at most a quarter of the potential areas
for behaviour change improvements. A fully holistic
approach has the benefits of joining up all of the
elements into one cohesive behaviour change initiative:
there are examples where up to 50% savings have been
achieved from a systematic review of an organisation.
The benefits of delivering just 100 proven case
studies for medium to large energy users, using IPMVP
methodologies, is conservatively estimated to be
£12.5m/year with an investment of £9.5m. The larger
benefits, once this approach becomes mainstream, is
estimated to be at least many hundred times this.
The key opportunities of delivering local, relatively quick,
low-cost energy savings through behaviour change have been
consistently demonstrated for the organisations involved. In
addition, there is significant added value to be achieved if
‘non-consumption’ is delivered at scale, which also presents a
significant opportunity for UK plc to be seen as global leaders
in behaviour change and for the export of skills and know-how.

PROGRESS ON KEY OBJECTIVES
• There are over 140 different types of intervention that
can be designed into people-driven initiatives that

characterise EnCO. The methodology and approach
for implementation as one single holistic, robust and
best practice approach is being shared as part of
the Energy Conscious Organisation initiative. This
includes deliverables such as a behaviour change
gap analysis (the EnCO Matrix), specific guidance on
how to apply IPMVP techniques to behaviour change
projects and a framework for building a business case.
• The ESTA Accredited training programme, aiming to
increase the number of practitioners, commenced in
July 2020. This is based on a four-module programme,
currently being delivered online, which when combined
with course preparation and exercises, now amounts
to twelve hours of CPD approved study. A post course
examination is taken, and success leads the delegate to
becoming a Registered EnCO Consultant. The two full
courses completed in 2020 saw the certification of 35
Registered EnCO Consultants. This is just the first step:
once the consultant (whether in house or external to an
end user organisation) has delivered a single EnCO
case study verified by a panel, then the person will be
eligible to become an Approved EnCO Practitioner.
• The basic ESTA/EI tools to deliver or support
implementation of behaviour change projects are now in
place. A dedicated EnCO web site has been launched,
case studies written, EnCO qualifications defined (at
individual and organisational levels), training courses
delivered and an EnCO IPMVP approach has been
defined. Four concurrent courses started in January
2021 with 70 delegates and further courses will start
in April. This could see an additional 150 Registered
EnCO Consultants by June 2021, but we need more!
• In addition, an EnCO gap analysis tool (the ‘EnCO
Matrix’) has been issued in an Excel based system with
automated scoring, which shows an organisations
current position (‘as is’) and desired position (‘to
be’) which may be in progressive stages. The gap
analysis is scored in a range of 0 to 4 against
the five key attributes of behaviour change.
To enable change to take place at a faster rate, the
initial vision includes delivering 50 to 100 proven case
studies using IPMVP in the next two years. This requires
10 to 20 pilot projects in the short term. Any public sector
organisation interested in being involved or becoming an
“EnCO Registered Organisation” is asked to contact ESTA.
Starting the journey to becoming an “EnCO Registered
Organisation” would mean following a structured
approach that future-proofs organisations, creates
the required skillsets and gathers evidence to advance
towards a Net Zero world powered by people.

If you have a historical case study,
whether holistic in approach or
not, please make contact and
share your experience. If you work
within or for an energy end-user
organisation, we are looking for
your interest and participation.
Please visit the EnCO website at
www.energyconsciousorganisation.org.uk and get in
touch via admin@energyconsciousorganisation.org.uk
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HOW SUSTAINABLE
WASTE MANAGEMENT
HAS SUPPORTED THE NHS
DURING THE PANDEMIC
The coronavirus pandemic has
put a spotlight on healthcare
waste management. Throughout
a difficult year working
alongside the NHS across
London, Bywaters continues
to offer a dynamic approach
centered around sustainability.

O

ver the past 12 months, the coronavirus
pandemic has changed our lives more than
anyone thought possible. Whilst city centers
remain desolate, hospital wards and GP’s
offices have been an everchanging operation.
Working alongside the NHS across the capital, Bywaters, a
leading waste management company in London, has adapted
to the demand’s unpredictable nature. This dynamic approach
adopted by their healthcare team helped handle fluctuations,
supporting life-saving operations throughout London.

A DYNAMIC APPROACH TO
NATIONAL CAPACITY ISSUES
In the past year, the annual clinical waste tonnage produced
by the NHS nationwide has doubled. Without the infrastructure
in the UK to deal with this level of demand, Bywaters’ teams
quickly implemented contingency plans, ensuring the trusts could
continue with clinical activities. Working closely with their supply
chain Bywaters implemented swift recoveries and temporary
safe onsite storage, counteracting the national issue which
caused waste build up at many locations across the country.
The upsurge in waste was led by the growth in disposable
PPE usage. Since the start of the pandemic, more than 5.6 billion
items of PPE have been delivered to England’s health and social
care system, up from 2.43 billion in 2019. Through this period,
multiple 770l bins of infectious waste were exchanged within
COVID wards every hour. Bywaters onsite teams had to remain
flexible, working 24/7 to manage the workload required.
“Working at Guy’s and St Thomas’ during the pandemic has
been challenging for all involved, but it’s really satisfying to know
that we are an integral part of London’s response to Covid-19. We
are really proud that we work so closely with the NHS and are able
to ‘do our bit’. The team have stepped up to the plate amazingly
– clinical waste has increased significantly, but we have managed
to deal with this safely. By making sure our service runs smoothly,
we have helped keep the hospitals operational.” Dan Goodhind
– Bywaters Account Manager at Guys and St Thomas’ NHS Trust

SUSTAINABILITY REMAINS KEY
With attention focused on fighting the virus, it would be easy to
lose sight of other issues threatening the planet. Around 13 million
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tonnes of plastic flows into oceans each year, according to a UN
Environment estimate in 2018. With the vast majority of PPE single
use, there is a fear that before long ‘there could be more masks
than jellyfish’ in the ocean, if waste is not managed effectively.
Bywaters and their clients recognise the importance of
continuing to implement the most sustainable waste management
practices. Working with the NHS, it is fundamental to deliver
innovative projects aimed at improving sustainability. This
year, correct segregation has been essential, not only to
reduce contamination, but to relieve the pressure on the
clinical waste sector. Initiatives have been employed to reduce
incorrectly labelled infectious waste, whilst introducing a nonhazardous offensive waste stream, where safe to do so.

LOOKING FORWARD, BUILD BACK BETTER
The push to reduce single use items remains one of the
biggest waste challenges facing the healthcare sector. In
2018, a survey conducted in four Mayo Clinic locations found
that single-use plastics made up at least 20% of medical
waste generated in US hospitals. Tackling the issue head on,
Bywaters continue to explore reusable options to once single
use issues. The roll-out of reusable sharps bins has been
given the go ahead at several locations. These bins can be
used up to 600 times more than the disposable sharps bin,
which gets incinerated along with the contents after use.

THANK YOU KEY WORKERS
This year has highlighted key workers across the UK.
From supermarket check-out clerks to doctors and nurses, the
UK’s response to the pandemic has been all encompassing.
Bywaters are proud to work alongside the NHS, ensuring
operational efficiency and sustainable improvements,
even in the most demanding of circumstances.
If you would like to find out more about our
services, please visit www.bywaters.co.uk/quote.
Or contact us at enquiries@bywaters.co.uk.

EENSULATE PROJECT
“Development
of innovative
lightweight and
highly insulating
energy efficient
components
and associated
enabling materials
for cost-effective
retrofitting and
new construction
of curtain
wall facades.”

T

he EENSULATE project is a research project funded
by the European Commission under the Horizon
2020 programme. It gathers 13 partners from 8
different European countries (AGC Glass Europe,
SAES Getters, Focchi, Universita Politecnica Delle
Marche, Selena, Bergamo Tecnologie, Gmina Miejska
Dzierzoniow, University College London, Ulster University,
Evonik, UNStudio, and Fenix TNT). The consortium is led by
RINA Consulting. The project started in August 2016 and will
be concluded by May 2021 with total duration of 58 months.
EENSULATE project aims to develop an innovative
lightweight (35 % weight reduction compared to the currently
best performing modules), highly insulating energy efficient
components. Simultaneously, it also develops associated
enabling materials for cost-effective retrofitting and new
construction of curtain wall façades. EENSULATE represents
an ambitious project, which aims to introduce a novel unitized
curtain wall system capable of meeting the market demand.
It is expected to be an affordable (28 % reduction of total
refurbishment costs), high performance prefabricated façade
retrofitting solution with reduced weight and thickness. The
objective of the project is to bring existing curtain wall buildings
to “nearly zero energy” standards and reducing energy bills
by at least 20 % while complying with the structural limits of
the original building structure and national building codes.

Figure 1: EENSULATE module installation at the Polish demonstration site

EENSULATE PRODUCTS

The EENSULATE products are being implemented at
three different demonstration sites. Two buildings are located
in Dzierzoniów, Poland (School Building and Museum) and
one building is located in Pesaro, Italy (Public library). The
performance of the installed EENSULATE solutions will be
assessed and compared to the State of the art technologies
already existing on the market (Triple Glazed Units).
This project has received funding from European
Union's Horizon H2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No. 723868.
Project ID: 723868
Website: www.eensulate.eu
Project coordinator: Paola Robello
Contact email: paola.robello@rina.org

The EENSULATE project develops a curtain wall module
that consists of two main parts. The first one is highly insulating
and environmentally friendly spray foam based on monocomponent (OCF) and bi-component (TCF) elements. It
allows for the cost-effective automated manufacturing and
insulation of the opaque components. The curtain walls
also enable significant reduction of thermal bridges during
the installation process. The second product is a lightweight
and thin double pane Vacuum Insulated Glass (VIG) with
innovative sealant and getter technologies. The VIG is used for
the insulation of the transparent component of curtain walls;
it is manufactured through an innovative low-temperature
process, enabling the use of fully toughened glass.

DEMONSTRATION
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LET’S EVOLVE OUR
BUILDINGS FROM BEING
PASSIVE STRUCTURES,
TO INTERACTIVE AND
REACTIVE SYSTEMS

T

Bernard Hornung,
Head of Operations
Buildings of
Coltraco Ultrasonics

oday, and in fighting this awful virus, it has
never been more pertinent to test room integrity,
for airtightness. A building that is not airtight
cannot be properly mechanically ventilated.
Now is the time to build tight, ventilate right.
Until the outbreak of this global pandemic there
was plenty of frustration around the slow pace of
technology adoption within the built environment.
Whilst other industries had made good progress,
teams of builders were struggling to meet minimum
building performance standards. Inefficient processes
left much room for improvement. New homes often
fail to meet low-energy targets, and to satisfy residents
with fundamental issues such as ease of use, summer
comfort and energy costs. There is far too little
Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) happening
routinely on projects to close the performance gap.

HOW COVID-19 CHANGED
OUR BUILDING SECTOR
The pandemic can be credited with pushing the
construction industry in the right direction. Many
processes have changed and there is no need to go
back to the way it was. The technological advances
that would have happened over the next few decades,
have now been achieved, due to the pandemic’s
dramatic acceleration of technology adoption.
Most buildings are tested for airtightness, air
permeability, and air leaks with outdated and intrusive
technology, making tests difficult, time consuming and
expensive. Yet it is critical to quickly locate and accurately
quantify air leaks in rooms and buildings. There is
now a solution from Coltraco Ultrasonics who have
brought testing for airtightness, and air permeability
into the 21st Century. Air leaks with a diameter as
small as 0.5mm can now be detected and quickly
located with the Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520.

BUILDINGS, AIRTIGHTNESS
AND VENTILATION
In March 2020, the world as we knew it fundamentally
and suddenly changed, however, innovation continued
to evolve and thrive. There was an urgent requirement
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For the first time, with minimal training, the user can locate
a leak, quantify the leak site, calculate the air flow rate through
it, and generate an air permeability value for the room. You
can then take accurate remedial action where necessary and
have full confidence in both the airtightness of your room, and
the effectiveness of your ventilation in circulating clean air.
within the NHS to
prevent infection
spread in hospitals and
contain the virus by
maintaining negatively
pressurised ICU
Wards and ensuring
their airtightness. UK
Government put out a
COVID-19 emergency
response grant
through InnovateUK
for technology to
help the NHS. In
June 2020 Coltraco
Ultrasonics was one of the winners. The grant was for adapting
their already award-winning watertight integrity technology into
technology suitable for room airtight testing. Like many businesses,
Coltraco Ultrasonics was transformed by the pandemic. In
just 8 months Coltraco Ultrasonics had successfully designed
and manufactured two innovative solutions to help the NHS
and healthcare settings with infection control and the building
sector to ensure effective ventilation through airtightness.
Following from this need to contain the spread of airborne
diseases, Coltraco Ultrasonics swiftly saw the demand for
this leak detection technology to be re-designed for the built
environment. Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 is a new solution to
ensure that buildings are airtight so that people can be confident
that they are returning to “safe buildings” and “safe working”
by properly ventilating them. This is to ensure that all ventilation
systems are operating effectively, and thereby enhance indoor
air quality (IAQ) which has now become a poignant issue.

SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF CLEAN AIR
Human Resources and Facilities Management Teams
are tasked with keeping buildings and spaces comfortable,
sustainable, efficient, safe, healthy and well maintained,
and this list keeps growing as buildings, including residential
buildings are expected to deliver more. More can include
addressing the effects of Climate Change by making a
building more energy efficient. More after this pandemic
will include a critical appraisal of indoor air quality.
Seventy per cent of the world’s population spends an
estimated 90% of its time indoors, and the World Health
Organisation estimates that in 2020 there were more than
6 million premature deaths due to air pollution much of
it attributed to poor IAQ. Digitalisation has the power to
evolve buildings from being fixed passive structures into
highly interactive and richly informative systems. Homes
are becoming more autonomous, so that the mechanical
components inside of the spaces created can ensure that
occupants are safer, healthier and more comfortable.

ADDRESSING AIR POLLUTION
Air filtration has never been considered a hot topic, but
reflecting on what we know now, perhaps it should have
been. Air quality plays an important role in our physical and
mental health, and with COVID-19 good air filtration could
mean the difference between sick and healthy, and in some
cases, life and death. A fundamental requirement for energy
efficient mechanical ventilation and for effective air filtration
is achieving a minimum level of air tightness in buildings.
Air pollution is an increasing concern, as is maintaining an
adequate level of Oxygen within the built environment.

The air we breathe is made up of multiple gases,
however for a human to function normally the air must
contain enough oxygen. Under normal atmospheric
pressure we normally inhale air that contains 20.9%
oxygen; if this falls even by one or 2 %, then functionality
starts to become more laborious and the environment
turns hypoxic, meaning that oxygen levels are low
and could be harmful. Humans like fires need to have
a constant and assured level of oxygen, and as we
consume oxygen, more must be delivered to us.

THE LINK BETWEEN PANDEMICS
AND BUILDING VENTILATION
The design choices being programmed into buildings
right now will be with us for years to come. This is a
good thing because of the increased emphasis being
placed upon, “Build tight, ventilate right.” COVID-19
will not be the last pandemic disease we will suffer, but
our spaces will be better prepared for when the next
one strikes. Frequent, regular and periodic testing for
air tightness, air permeability, and quickly locating and
quantifying air leaks in buildings, so that immediate
remedial action may be taken, is now possible. Indoor
air quality is a key issue in building design for homes,
offices, hospitals, schools and factories. Our living
and workplaces, be they at our homes or elsewhere,
are where we need to be safe and productive.
This pandemic has shown the true value of good
ventilation systems in buildings. There is a newfound
respect for a hitherto poorly understood area of building
engineering services. As we move on from a Government
rescue plan to a Government recovery plan, an essential
component of “Build back better,” should include
frequent, regular, and periodic, mandatory testing
for air tightness in the built environment. Thanks to
Coltraco Ultrasonics and their Portascanner® AIRTIGHT
520 this is now a faster, better and cheaper process.
www.coltraco.com/portascannerairtight520/
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DATE PALM:

THE SECRET
INGREDIENT
FOR A
BIO-CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
Dr. Zaid, Secretary General of
Khalifa International Award
for Date Palm and Agricultural
Innovation and Dr. Sandra
Piesik, Founder of 3 Ideas B.V.

2

021 marks the beginning of a new era
for sustainability. It’s the year that the UN
Decade of Ecosystem Restoration (20212030) has begun. It’s the year where climate
change returned to the agenda for America,
with Joe Biden sworn in as President. And, with a
degree of hopefulness, it’s the year where countries
around the world could emerge from the pandemic.
The final point is perhaps the most important. It’s
been spoken about a lot and even branded as ‘The Great
Reset’ by the World Economic Forum. As countries begin
to open up again, there’s a great opportunity for the world
to build back better and with a green recovery in mind.
With nations across the world looking to recover
from a global recession, we must not fall into old habits.
Economic growth should become intertwined with our fight
against climate change. Creating a bio-circular economy,
where everything that is extracted from nature returns to
nature, will allow industries and national economies to
rebuild in a sustainable way. Date palm can be at the
very heart of this new economy and the new world.

OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW
Over the last twelve months, we’ve seen global
economies come to a grinding halt as a result of the
pandemic. With this, we’ve seen dramatic drops in
CO2 levels. In 2020, global CO2 emissions dropped
by 6.4%. These are positive statistics, but they’re not
sustainable if we return to ‘business as usual’ once we
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are able to. We’ve already seen carbon dioxide levels creep
back up as cars return to the roads, employees to the office
and factories start functioning at full throttle once more.
As the world continues to return to normal, the
traditional ‘manufacture, use and dispose’ economy must
be replaced by a bio-circular model, where everything that
is extracted from nature returns to nature. This will allow
the global economy to rebuild, but in a sustainable way.
The date palm industry has huge potential to lead the
way in this shift to a bio-circular global economy. Cultivation
and preservation of date palm can have a positive global
impact, across an array of industries and from both a
socio-economic and environmental perspective.

DATE PALM: AN INGREDIENT FOR
A BIO-CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Global date palm production is estimated at eight
million tonnes annually. Owing to its health benefits,
stemming from nutrients such as fibre and antioxidants,
date palm is used in a variety of products around the
world. As such, it is already a booming and lucrative
industry. However, its true potential is yet to be realised.
Currently, the date palm industry creates a huge amount
of unnecessary waste. Per tree, there is an average of 23
kilos of waste per year, which contributes to environmental
pollution. This can be cut down to zero, as second-class dates
can be used in consumer products such as chopped dates,
date paste and date honey. Meanwhile, date palm fibre can
be used to make ropes, thermal insulation and evaporative
cooling equipment. Its industry-wide usage means that the
waste currently created by the date palm industry can be turned
into sustainable business, profit and jobs across the world.
Its impact will be felt most keenly in the MENA region,
though, where 90 percent of date palm production takes place.
Minimising and ultimately eliminating waste from the date
palm industry will require skills, technology and new jobs. This
will bring both wealth and investment to the region and, most
importantly, to lower-income countries. In turn, this will help
to tackle systemic issues such as poverty and food poverty.

This impact has already been felt in some regions,
such as in Namibia. Recognising the potential of date
palm, the Namibian Government started a project which
ended with 75,000 date palm trees being planted,
with many of these going to lower income families. For
these families, and for the country, the project helped
to increase food security and generate income.
However, to make this a reality, the knowledge of local
farmers and technicians had to be improved, which was
done through training courses and study tours. By offering
these courses, and bolstering the date palm industry in
Namibia, employment levels also rose in the region. This
was a long project, which took place between January 1998
and December 2016. It’s a process which could be much
faster with the assistance of modern technology, though.
An example of how technology can speed up the process
is in India and Myanmar. In both of these countries, there
has been a dedicated effort to plant more trees to tackle
deforestation. Between the two countries, there is an aim
of planting one billion trees by 2030. So far, there have
been 15 million trees planted. This has been done with
the help of AI-powered drones which can plant 100,000
trees per day. This technology could similarly be used to
plant date palm trees. This would help to bring modern
technology such as AI and machine learning to these regions
and create more jobs. This would also help to discourage
migration away from these countries, which can lead to
what’s called ‘brain drain’ in economics. This, in turn, would
help lower income countries to boost their economies.

A HELPING PALM FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT
As urban populations continue to grow across
the world, rural spaces are coming under increasing
pressure. Within cities themselves, green spaces are

becoming increasingly sparse, often being replaced by
industrial buildings or housing. Meanwhile, urban areas
are growing outwards and into traditionally rural areas.
In too many cases, this is resulting in deforestation.
Moving forward, there must be a greater connection
between rural and urban. This is particularly true given
the dependency cities have on rural areas and vice
versa. Therefore, as cities continue to grow, there must
be greater consideration into how rural areas can be
preserved and integrated into the development of urban
areas. Green buildings are a great example of this. This
is when new builds, such as office spaces, are built with
nature infused into them. Nature can then be leveraged to
create more natural heating and cooling methods, which
benefits the planet and reduces costs for businesses.
Date palm oasis ecosystem emphasises the importance
of linking the rural with the urban. Date palm trees can
absorb huge concentrations of CO2. In fact, every tree can
absorb 200 kilograms of carbon dioxide every year. That
means, in the MENA region alone, the 100 million date
palm trees could absorb 28.7 megatons of CO2 per year.
Naturally, this will help to keep carbon dioxide levels down
and turn the tide on climate change. However, they need to
be preserved and protected if this is to be a continued reality.
A concentrated effort to connect rural, peri-urban
and urban areas will, again, create new jobs which are
geared towards the protection of our planet and build
out the bio-circular economy. This can and must be done
across the world, not just the MENA region. As we rebuild
our economies, grow our societies and look to protect the
planet, everything must link back to nature. This is how we
will create a world that is healthier, wealthier and more
sustainable. To achieve this, North-South, South-South
and triangular regional and international cooperation
will be crucial in line with the Agenda 2030 objectives.
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WHY WATER SAVING
SHOULD BE MORE OF
A CONSIDERATION FOR
SUSTAINABILITY IN
COMMERCIAL BUILD
Derek Aaronson, CEO,
Hart Home Group

A

s we move closer to the
government’s 2025 and 2050
net zero future plans, we can’t
help but notice the distinct lack
of water saving measures. In fact, run through the
Government’s white paper – powering our net zero future – and
there’s only 10 mentions of water within the entire document.
Strange when water saving measures can be one of the
easiest and cheapest ways to save water but also, associated
energy costs. In domestic settings, hose pipe bans are a regular
thing, we’re told to be mindful of our water usage and we’re
given meters to measure our water usage so we can be charged
accordingly. If you’re on a low income or have a family, you
have access to lower water rates, although these tariffs aren’t
generally published. You also have access to a water saving
specialist who will come to your home, provide you with water
saving devices and handy tips and tricks to save water.
However, in the commercial and social sectors, it’s not
widely talked about or even considered. There’s no requirement
for all social housing to be built with water saving in mind,
for these water saving devices to be ready fitted for when
the tenants move in which will save them money, power and
energy right from day dot. There’s no simple water butt in the
garden ready for the tenants to water their garden with or
advice to inform their water supplier of their financial situation
to ensure the best rates. These are actionable, easily remedied
fixes which benefit the tenant and help to reduce emissions.
By simply installing aerators on taps tenants can expect
water and energy savings of up to 60% in a year. In fact, if
the flow rate is reduced from 10 litres per minute to 4 litres,
for example, then they could save 60% immediately. That’s a
huge amount and a benefit to not only water saving but also
energy costs as the energy used to heat the water reduces
thanks to the reduced amount of water you need to heat.
And this doesn’t just apply to a new build. Adding an aerator
to an older tap can also reduce water usage from 15 litres
of water per minute to as little at 6 litres of water per minute.
Add onto that the energy savings and it can be possible to
see a significant reduction in both bills, meaning the tenant is
not only reducing costs but also helping to save the planet.
A saving of over 60% across an entire building in a year can
make a significant impact on rate reduction. If supported by ecofriendly heating alternatives for water heating like heat pumps or
solar, energy and water rates can become almost non-existent.
Luckily, an aerator can also be installed on even older style taps
in just a few minutes meaning an entire building with multiple
facilities could start benefitting from savings in under a day.
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Apply this to the commercial build sector for the
domestic market looking to build a new block of flats
and the savings soon add up. Combine the simple water
saving devices with solar thermal heat pumps or other
renewable energy sources and the future looks bright.
It’s not just the commercial build for the domestic market
which benefits. Commercial retail, factories and even
supermarkets and shopping centres can all benefit from water
saving. If the simple act of installing aerators on taps is the
only thing they do, that 60% reduction in costs can easily be
passed onto the owners meaning rates can be reduced making
the space more affordable and ultimately, more attractive.
Water saving doesn’t just stop at aerators, timed flow
taps for example also ensure water isn’t wasted, great
for school settings or large retail environments. Combine
these with aerators and your rates will reduce further.
There’s also an education role to be played here. Teaching
plumbing and heating students the benefits of water saving
right from college means it isn’t something they fall on by
mistake or is led by the customer or even legislation. By working
with the education sector to ensure the next generation of
plumbing and heating engineers benefit from sound energy
and water saving advice means that they’ll be fully equipped
to make the right decisions to meet the governments targets.
But it isn’t just the new generation where education plays a
part, traditional plumbing and heating engineers also need to be
reminded and educated on the new technologies and advances
in fittings and fixings which allow for water saving to happen.
With heating engineers, this can easily be built into their gas
safe reviews and continued training, for the plumbing sector,
which has less re-education built in, it’s reliant on their own
inquisitiveness but also that of suppliers and trade retailers to
offer alternative measures when installers are placing orders.
The simple measure of advising a procurement agent
for a large new project that they could be saving money
by switching to this type or tap, using this type of fitting or
valve will ensure that the widest audience is reached.
It’s worth noting that a lot of larger companies will
have water saving policies in place and will be installing
toilets which re-use the water, ensuring taps are turned off
and water coolers are replaced with filtered water taps.
However, this is presumed, and not insisted upon as with
the New Homes Policy and carbon reducing targets.
If water were made more of a priority, we believe the
savings for both the environment and the end user would
be hugely beneficial and would also help to reach the
government’s carbon reducing targets, quicker. It’s a multifaceted approach that’s need here, and one we wholly support.
Derek Aaronson is the CEO of Hart Home Group,
the umbrella company for three retail websites;
NotJustTaps, Lime Kitchen and Bathroom and Hart
Plumbing Spares. www.harthomeinteriors.co.uk/

IS YOUR BUILDING LEADING
THE CHARGE WHEN IT COMES
TO ELECTRIC VEHICLES?
The UK Government will ban new petrol
and diesel cars from sale by the year 2030.
Are there advantages to getting a head start?
Darren Tonge of Hawkesworth looks at
the current landscape and the benefits
of early adoption.

2

030 will see the ban of petrol and diesel vehicles
from the UK market. The Government has made this
decision as part of the ‘green industrial revolution’,
a plan to tackle climate change and help achieve
carbon neutrality by 2050. Although it may seem like
a long way away, it makes sense to start thinking about how your
current building’s infrastructure will be affected by the ban.

THE RISE OF THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE
Even though there are just under nine years before the ban
comes into play, people are starting to see the benefits of moving to
electric vehicles now.
According to Statista, one in ten car registrations in 2020 were
for hybrid and electric vehicles. It is also predicted that 200,000 new
vehicles will be registered in the UK this year.
There are several benefits to making a move to electric vehicles,
or EVs for short. Not only do EVs reduce emissions and lower your
carbon footprint, but they are cheaper and more efficient to run. Not
only are you not paying for fuel, but pure battery electric vehicles are
exempt from vehicle excise duty too.
An electric vehicle can drive in the London Ultra Low Emission
Zone (ULEZ) for free. The ULEZ costs £12.50 a day for cars,
motorcycles and vans that don’t meet standards, leading to a
considerable cost saving if you make these journeys frequently.
Bath’s Clean Air Zone (CAZ) launched in March, and
Birmingham’s will be launched later this year. Other cities will
implement them in the future.

WHAT YOU NEED TO CONSIDER
If you want to push towards electric vehicles, you will need to
make some small changes to your business infrastructure. One of the
things you will need to consider is an electric charging point.
Here are some of the issues you will need to bear in mind:

YOUR FLEET
The first thing you will need to do is work out the cost savings you
will receive from a fleet of electric vehicles. You may decide to replace
all existing vehicles, or just the ones that are due to be retired.
You will also need to get buy-in from management and drivers.
You may need to make them aware of the advantages of EVs, as well
as the changes in legislation.
If you have a fleet of company cars or vans, you will need to
have several electric charge points available. This means that staff
can fully charge their vehicle before visiting customers or attending
maintenance calls.

YOUR EMPLOYEES

month with their gross salary, meaning they save money before tax.
Insurance, servicing and breakdown cover are included in the
cost. As it is a lease, your employee can upgrade to a more recent EV
at the end of their contract.
If your employees have electric vehicles, allowing them to charge
their car while they are at work will save them time and money.
The good news is that most electric charging points are
compatible with all electric vehicles, meaning it doesn’t matter what
type of car your employees have.
Both options are benefits that you can offer during recruitment, as
well as a morale booster for existing employees.

YOUR VISITORS
Offering charging facilities will give visitors an incentive to visit
you, meaning that they spend more time and money with not only
you, but the local economy.

YOUR BUILDING
If you lease your building, you will need to get permission from
your landlord to install charging points.
You will also need to see if there is power available. Many
buildings were constructed without thinking of the need for electric
vehicle charging, so changes to your distribution board may need to
be made to accommodate your new charging points.
The company you work with on your charge point installation will
be able to make recommendations and advise what works will be
needed.

ARE THERE GRANTS AVAILABLE?
Yes, there are incentives available for both electric vehicles and
charging points.
The Government offers a grant of up to £3,000 for cars and
£8,000 for vans. This discount is applied by the manufacturer or
dealership, meaning that you do not need to apply.
The Office of Zero Emission Vehicles (OZEV) offers a grant of
£350 towards the cost of a charging point, and businesses can install
up to 40 sockets. The installation company you work with will help
you apply for this grant.

IN CONCLUSION
More and more companies are committing to EVs. For example,
Mitie is now working towards making 20% of its fleet electric.
With the 2030 deadline looming, moving to electric vehicles
is something that you need to factor into the construction of new
buildings, as well as the structure of existing ones.
However, with a little planning, it is not as daunting as it may
initially sound. https://www.hawkesworthappliancetesting.co.uk/

You may choose to offer an EV salary sacrifice scheme to
employees. This enables them to pay for an electric vehicle each
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CHAMPION UNVEILS
NEW 4-15KW SCROLL
AIR COMPRESSORS
Champion has launched its latest oil-free air
compressors as part of its renowned S-Series range,
delivering reliable and efficient oil-less compressed air.

T

Uponor advances pre-insulated pipes
with Ecoflex VIP Thermo launch

A

high-performance pipe designed to make
heating systems more sustainable than
ever before has been launched by Uponor,
total solutions provider of systems for the safe
transportation of water around a building.
Ecoflex VIP Thermo represents the next generation
of pre-insulated pipes thanks to its ability to significantly
minimise heat and energy losses. The product’s
efficiency stems from its unique hybrid design which
combines technology from bonded and unbonded
insulated pipes to create a solution that delivers
up to 48% lower heat loss compared to unbonded
pipes, and 34% compared to bonded pipes.
In addition, Ecoflex VIP Thermo is also highly flexible
and durable, making it ideal for complex designs
and projects where the installer is working in confined
spaces. With up to 60% less bending force compared
to alternative solutions on the market, Ecoflex VIP
Thermo can be navigated around obstacles or laid
across bumpy ground without requiring additional
connections. This minimises potential weak points that
could lead to leaks after the pipes have been laid.
Uponor’s new pipes are ideal for use in both
local heating networks that supply individual
properties and where house-to-house connections
are required, as well as the district heating
networks that are being increasingly used for large
complexes and multi-residential developments.
Installers working on projects where efficiency and
sustainability considerations are key can rest assured that
using Ecoflex VIP Thermo will ensure a heating system

that meets the highest standards for both. Choosing such
high-performance solutions is vital, especially as the pipes
which connect heating systems to the buildings we live and
work in can account for up to 50% of a system’s heat loss.
A further benefit of Ecoflex VIP Thermo is that
the outer diameter of the pipe is up to 30% smaller
than other alternatives available on the market. This
means that the trenches running from a heating
network to a building can be smaller, saving on time
and labour while also making it easier for the installer
to find suitable pathways for the pipes to run.
Mark Dowdeswell, Senior Category Manager at
Uponor, said: “Our extensive experience at Uponor
working on high-performance heating systems means that
we know what installers need their pipes to provide. We’ve
used this expertise and insight to create Ecoflex VIP Thermo,
a pre-insulated pipe that combines the highest standards
of energy efficiency with advanced installation benefits.
“Ecoflex VIP Thermo delivers energy efficient, low
carbon heating by significantly reducing the heat
losses that typically occur when water travels from a
heating network to a building. We’ve not sacrified
functionality in place of sustainability to achieve this,
as thanks to its flexible, compact design, Ecoflex VIP
Thermo simplifies the application process while being
highly reliable. These properties mean installers can
rest assured that not only will the pipes be easier to
work with but that they will keep on working without
leaks or issues for an extended period of time.”
For more information on Ecoflex VIP Thermo
visit www.uponor.co.uk/ecoflex-vip.

he extremely quiet and ultra-low vibration series of
scroll air compressors supplies ISO 8573-1 Class 0
compliant oil and silicone free compressed air. As a
result, these solutions are ideally suited for production sensitive
environments, such as laboratories and hospitals that require
the highest air quality level possible. They are also suitable
for a variety of other applications that require high quality oilless compressed air including automotive, food and beverage,
transportation, electronics and drug manufacture.
Pure compressed air is important in many industry applications
and the S-Series scroll compressor range meets those demands
by offering full protection against contamination, as well as
continuous, reliable and low-maintenance operation. Available
in a range of kW sizes, starting at 4kW for single airend Simplex
units, and 7kW for Duplex models with two airends, the scroll
compressor series is capable of delivering a volume flow between
23.8 to 107 m³/hr at 8 bar, and 19.6 to 82.4 m³/hr at 10 bar.
The range’s cutting-edge Oil Less Technology reduces
the costs of ownership by avoiding oil filter replacements,
oil condensate treatment, and energy to combat the
pressure loss caused by filtration. However, the units
encompass a number of key new benefits, too.
One of these is the Deluxe HMI control panel, fitted as

standard. With an intuitive
and easy-to-use graphical user
interface the Deluxe HMI control panel provides users with realtime information such as system runtime meters, maintenance
timers, and discharge pressure/temperature statistics. An integrated
webserver allows users to monitor S-Series units from any internetconnected computer, smartphone, or mobile device. Further
connectivity options, like Modbus TCP, is available as well.
Service and maintenance are a hassle-free undertaking with
the latest S-Series compressors from Champion. Panels on the
unit can be easily removed, improving accessibility for users
while also assisting with space requirements, while a unique
chambered design maximises cooling and serviceability.
Excessively loud air compressor systems in a plant or operations
area are associated with difficult workplace communications and
fatigue. Therefore, compressors installed near the point of use
should be quiet and compact. The S-Series range with low noise
levels is suited to these environments or where there are onsite
space restrictions. The base mounted Simplex and Duplex units
feature an air-cooled sound attenuating acoustic enclosure with
internal vibration isolators, which contributes to a highly efficient
cooling mechanism while simultaneously decreasing noise levels.
To find out more, please visit www.championairtech.com

WIPE AWAY THE RISK OF INFECTION WITH
NEW PURELL® SURFACE PRODUCTS
Skin and surface hygiene
expert enhances PURELL surface
range to offer powerful,
germ-killing peace of mind

S

kin health and surface hygiene expert, GOJO IndustriesEurope, has extended its PURELL surface range, with the
addition of two new products, to help businesses keep
their spaces hygienically clean and healthy. The portfolio also
has a new look. The yellow packaging has been replaced
with blue trigger handles, lids, and labels, bringing them into
line with PURELL’s market-leading hand hygiene range.
Added to the portfolio of PURELL Surface Sanitising Spray
and Wipes, are a bucket of wipes and a 5-litre jug. The
bucket holds 450 wipes, ideal for large surfaces and intensive
use, whilst the 5L jug is designed to refill the 750ml trigger
spray bottles, making it a more sustainable purchase.
Fast acting and with high antimicrobial efficacy, PURELL
surface sanitising products can be used with complete confidence
in a variety of settings and sectors. They are compatible with
most smooth surfaces such as desks, tables, toys, fitness

equipment, and worktops. Bactericidal, fungicidal and
virucidal, they come ready-to-use with no rinse required.
Last year, PURELL Advanced Hygienic Hand Rub and its Surface
Spray and Wipes were tested against Coronavirus1, passing the
EN 14476 standard with a contact time of just 30 seconds. The
Surface range has also been tested specifically on Salmonella,
Campylobacter, Listeria, and yeast, and conforms to the international
food taint testing standard EN 4120:2007. This provides assurance
that they are safe for use in food environments. www.GOJO.com
1 BCoV (surrogate virus)
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NEW WATER QUALITY MONITORING
SOLUTION MAXIMIZES OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCIES AND BOOSTS PRODUCTIVITY
The Thermo Scientific Orion 8000 Series Analyzer
Platform meets the high-quality water analysis needs
of both municipal and industrial facilities

M

unicipal and industrial facilities where high quality
water analysis is of critical importance can now benefit
from a new flexible monitoring solution designed to
deliver enhanced productivity, maximum uptime, lower cost
of ownership and optimized chemistry for reduced waste.
Incorporating optical or electrode-based measurement
technologies, the Thermo Scientific Orion 8000 Series Analyzer
Platform integrates multiple analyzers, each one monitoring
a single water parameter, while covering a wide range of
concentrations for use across several applications, such as drinking,
ultrapure, cooling, boiler and waste water analysis. This means
the platform can meet the high-quality water analysis needs of
a broad array of industries, including power, municipal drinking
water and wastewater, food and beverage, pulp and pa-per,
refinery, and semiconductor. The platform is currently available
as an ammonia analyzer using colorimetric technology.
The Orion 8000 Series Analyzer Platform has been designed to
support common electronics and parts across all of the integrated
analyz-ers, simplifying inventory management of spare parts,
consumables and accessories, and ensuring supply on-demand.
Operation of the platform is powered via a modern, userfriendly interface enabled by a large 7-inch, high-resolution color
touchscreen, which is easy-to-use with minimal training required.
As a result, significant resource savings and increased productivity
are enabled. Furthermore, due to low reagent consumption
and minimal chemical waste generation, the Orion 8000 Series
Analyzer Platform drives considerable cost savings. Featuring

built-in predictive diagnostics
and preventive maintenance
schedules, the platform
ensures long-term, continuous
operation of the analyzers
with maximum uptime.
“In municipal and
industrial facilities,
ensuring that water is safe for its intended use is of paramount
importance,” said Denzil Vaughn, vice president and general
manager for water and laboratory products at Thermo Fisher
Scientific. “Designed with reliability and performance in mind,
the new Orion Series 8000 Analyzer Platform enables accurate
and repeatable measurements, while maximizing operational
effi-ciencies and boosting productivity. Our customers can now
experience the power of working on a robust, integrated solution,
which deliv-ers the required results easier than ever before.”
Each analyzer working on the Orion 8000 Series Analyzer
Platform is optimized through reagent formulation, a reliable
sensor system, and an accurate fluid delivery and quantification
system, all of which allow for superior performance. Additionally,
for seamless integration into most data management
systems, the platform powers the communication of data with
analog outputs, Bluetooth, cloud connectivity, HART Protocol,
Modbus TCP/IP, PROFIBUS, RS485 and wireless.
For more information about the Thermo Scientific Orion 8000
Series Analyzer Platform, please visit thermofisher.com/orion8000.

ALTRO FLOORING NOW STANDARD FOR
TOP WELSH SOCIAL HOUSING PROVIDER

A

ltro flooring will now be fitted as standard in all newbuild programmes undertaken by Adra, a leading
affordable housing provider in north Wales. The most
recent of these projects is a large scheme of mixed housing
units in Caernarfon, Gwynedd, where Altro Wood™ has been
fitted in all kitchens and Altro Aquarius™ in all bathrooms.
Altro’s wide range of colours offers choice and flexibility in
terms of design, enabling Adra to match to kitchen units and Royal
National Institute of Blind People (RNIB) recommendations and to
create comfortable, contemporary and stylish homes for their clients.
With proven durability combined with good looks,
performance and impressive safety credentials, Altro products
have delivered great results for Adra over many years with
long-term sustainability of quality and standards.
The scheme in Caernarfon is the first mixed tenure project
for Adra, offering 46 properties in total, comprising twothree- and four-bedroomed houses and bungalows available
as Market Sales, Rent to Own and Social Rented units.
Altro Wood safety flooring has been fitted in all kitchens, using
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the colours Vintage
Cherry, Bleached
Oak, or Washed Oak.
Homely and stylish,
Altro Wood is a
great biophilic safety
option – bringing
nature indoors –
and offers a choice
of designs, plank
sizes and shades
in a roll. It’s suitable for indoor public spaces such
as entrances, care homes, school corridors, student
accommodation, restaurants and dining areas.
All bathrooms and shower rooms in the scheme have been
fitted with Altro Aquarius safety flooring, in the colours Swan,
Cygnet, or Tern. This specialist flooring solution is designed for
combined wet and dry, shoe and barefoot areas, so is ideal for
bathrooms, showers, saunas and spas. www.altro.co.uk

INNOVATIVE ANTIVIRAL COATING TO
REDUCE SPREAD OF COVID-19
Academics at Northumbria University,
Newcastle, have been backed by the
Government’s Defence and Security Accelerator
(DASA) to develop an antiviral coating
suitable for use on everyday surfaces.

D

ASA, part of the Ministry of Defence, has commissioned
a research team from Northumbria to develop a new
type of multifunctional antiviral coating which could form
part of the country’s biodefence - crucial to combatting public
health crises such as the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
In partnership with Defence Science and Technology
Laboratory (Dstl), academics from the University’s Department
of Applied Sciences are working to create a unique
“superhydrophobic” – low friction – coating that enables
surfaces to be functionalised in a way that destroys viruses
whilst maintaining robust and easy-to-clean properties.
While antiviral coatings are not a new concept, existing
approaches can release undesirable chemical compounds
into the environment, are not long lasting or are difficult
to clean and maintain. This novel coating aims to provide
a solution to the drawbacks of current formulas.
Funding from DASA will enable the research team to
explore wide-ranging applications, to understand whether
the coating is uni-versally robust on an array of surfaces and
materials. It is hoped that in the future it could be used on
high-contact surfaces such as handrails on public transport,
hospital trolleys or shop till-points, as well as domestically
- on door handles or bathroom taps, for example.
Such a scientific development is a vital biodefence tool
that could help bring down the COVID-19 ‘R’ rate, while
allowing more scope for ‘normal’ life to continue.

ROUTES TO ANTIVIRAL SURFACES
Disinfecting methods such as chemical, bleach or alcoholbased products actively destroy, or deactivate, microorganisms
such as bacteria and viruses on contact. However, this approach
requires constant retreatment of the surfaces with disinfecting
agent which can be labour intensive and impractical.
An alternative approach is to create a permanent or semipermanent surface that destroys virus particles on contact, known

as an ‘antiviral’
surface. These fall
into two major
categories:
1. those that slowly leach virucidal chemicals from a coated
surface into the environment resulting in an antiviral effect,
known as ‘controlled release’ biocidal or virucidal coatings.
2. those that have a surface that is permanently capable of
destroying microorganisms, such as coronavirus and are
known as ‘contact biocidal’ or ‘contact virucidal’ coating
Ian Shortman, technical partner and Senior Scientist at Dstl,
said: “This work aims to develop transparent coatings which
are both biocidal and water repellent. The approaches being
adopted could provide a wide range of benefits, and be easily
applied to a range of surfaces such as textiles and plastics.”
Andrew Caldwell, Head of DASA, said: “Congratulations
to Northumbria University, we look forward to seeing
the progress of this important and exciting project.
“This work is a great example of how DASA working with
others finds, funds and helps accelerate the development
of important innovations that help keep us all safe.”
Dr Matt Unthank and his team are focussing on developing
new multifunctional contact biocidal and virucidal coatings,
which are safe, do not release chemicals to the environment
and are user friendly and universal in their application.
One disadvantage of all biocidal and virucidal coatings
is that surface contamination by dust, debris and dirt can
disable its antiviral capabilities overtime. An ideal coating
system would be both potent in its antimicrobial properties but
also easy-clean or even self-cleaning in nature. This concept
is the inspiration for the low friction, or ‘superhydrophobic’
qualities of the coatings under development by researchers at
Northumbria University – a vision that sets it apart from existing
antiviral coating technologies. www.northumbria.ac.uk

BIOAEROSOL TEST KIT
FOR THE WORKPLACE

T

echnology Care LLC has announced an easy to use kit which is designed to measure
bioaerosols and other airborne contaminants at the workplace. Hans Wyssen, general
manager of Technology Care LLC, explains: “The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted
air quality safety at the workplace. With the AirGerm kit, facility managers can easily monitor
air hygiene in offices, data centers, health care facilities, public buildings and more”.
To use, a credit card sized sampler is placed on a flat surface such as a table, shelf
or rack for 1 to 30 days and then sent to a laboratory with the post paid mailer. The air
hygiene report shows bioaerosols in CFU/m3 and corresponds to the ISO 14644-1 standard.
Additionally, the particle metrics report shows fibers, PM10, PM2.5 and particle size distribution.
The AirGerm kit is available at: www.airgerm.com contact@technologycare.com
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PSSA

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Public Sector Sustainability Association

BECOME A CORPORATE MEMBER
The Public Sector Sustainability Association
(PSSA) provides a professional association and
network for all those working in the Public
Sector who have a common interest in
sustainability. The aim of the association is to
bring together a wide group of people working
across all areas of the Public Sector – to help
educate, train, support and connect as we
work towards a more sustainable future.

YOU CAN COUNT ON US
Knowing the true occupancy and the flow of people in and out
of a store, office or building is now more important than ever.

A

s the figures for COVID remain high and the
need for Lockdowns and Tier restrictions continue
to be part of everyday life, government advice
demands that retailers limit the numbers in store by
“calculating the maximum number of customers that
can reasonably follow social distancing guidelines.”
Unsurprisingly this has led to queues forming outside
many shops and so the need for queue management.
So far this has meant a member of staff, sometimes
two, standing at the door counting people in and then
counting them out again - a time-consuming task which
is liable to errors. And not the best use of staff that could
be more profitably engaged elsewhere and not ideal
for the poor staff member left standing in the cold!
A solution that provides queue management
automatically can save money, make better use of staff
and meet government requirements is what’s required.
GEZE, a world leader in door and window control
technology, has introduced GEZE Counter, a customer flow
control solution specifically addresses these challenges.
The two systems, GEZE Counter Plus and GEZE
Counter Connect integrate with automatic doors to provide
controlled admission by a simple but effective traffic
light system and meets the need for social distancing.
GEZE Counter systems provide analytics by hour, day
or week to give management greater control and ensure
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the health and safety of employees and customers
The systems employ a simple traffic light arrangement
– wait whilst the light is red and the doors are de-activated,
and enter when the light is green. There are two versions
available, meaning there is a system for every building
– an internet or cloud based system for full analysis,
control and management either locally or at head office,
or a local network system to a designated PC or smart
phone to view, control or manage analytics in store.
Customer flow control and successful store layout
for maximising sales have always played an important
role for retailers. The coronavirus pandemic has
brought these considerations increasingly into focus
because customer flow control involves analysing the
number of customers and the routes they take, and
directing and controlling these correspondingly.
But now, the main task of flow control systems is to
ensure that only the correct number of persons can enter
a building or rooms under control and safely. This allows
each customer to better socially distance themselves,
they feel safer and retailers comply with government
guidelines. Escape routes are unaffected. Customers
easily identify that the retailer or site management have
thought seriously about the issue and acted accordingly,
with a visible solution, generally giving a much more
pleasant experience once indoors. www.geze.co.uk
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